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Consider Verse 16  
Question: Do you think “the world” has a perspective / an outlook?  
Question: In what ways do you see and hear a worldly perspective in the world today? 

The word Paul uses for “worldly” is not simply a “human point of view.”  Rather, Paul 
speaks of “worldly” as a power that is diametrically opposed to God’s Holy work and 
Spirit. This point of view represents kingdoms, principalities, and rulers that are 
fundamentally at odds with the Word of God. There is an anti-Christ spirit in this 
world.   Agree ? Disagree? 

Question: Do you think the Word has a perspective different than the world? 
Question: In what ways? 

Read Acts 9 – How was Paul’s life changed when God invaded His life? 

Consider Verses 18-19  
Question: What is the ministry of reconciliation that Paul talks about? 

This gift is waiting for you to open.   
Gift of mercy  
Gift of conviction  
Gift of grace 
Gift of salvation  
Gift of eternal life  
Gift of the holy spirit  

Question: What are the reasons that people do not reconcile with God? 

DISCUSSION NOTES 



Consider Verses 20 - 23 
Question:  What does it mean to you that God has given the church the message of 
reconciliation? 

Question: What are the dangers for those 3-4 generation away from the time Living 
Waters was planted? 

Question: In what way is the gospel good news and also concerning? 
Answer:  The gospel is good news for this who come to Christ, but carries a message 
of concern for those who delay coming.  

Read John 12:48 
Read Romans 2:5  

Question: What should be a priority of someone who carries a message of 
reconciliation in their heart? 

Question: What are your hopes, dreams and prayers for Living Waters Church in our 
80th year? 


